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Abstract 
This paper describes a model based on mixed finite-difference - lumped modeling to compute the frequency response of cMUTs 
in array element. Electrical impedance and laser interferometry measurements are presented and compared with theory. 
PACS: 43.20.Rz - 43.20.Tb - 43.38.Ts – 43.38.Hz – 43.40.Dx 
Keywords: cMUTs – acoustic radiation; 
1. Introduction 
cMUT technology is now a competitive candidate for ultrasonic arrays used in medical imaging and non destructive 
testing. Their main advantages summarize as large bandwidth response, extended directivity pattern and a high level 
of technological integration. Several parameters govern the final central frequency, bandwidth, sensitivity and shape 
of the cMUT frequency response. Previous studies [1, 2], based on theoretical and / or experimental results, have 
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already pointed out main acoustic phenomena implied in the coupling mechanisms of cMUT with fluid. Key
features that have to be considered in the design of cMUT array element are: 
- Influence of the mechanical properties of the membrane, or its equivalent stiffness rigidity.
- Effects of fluid inertia on the frequency response of the membrane (shift in resonance frequency and multi-
resonances).
- Effects of the membrane layout (periodic or no, fill factor, shape).
- Effects of mutual interactions between cMUT in finite size array element
In this paper, we develop a strategy to model cMUT array element where all these aspects are separately 
considered.
2. Modelling One
2.1. membrane coupled to fluid
Let’s consider a cMUT as described in Figure 1. The cell is made with a cavity, covered by a Silicon Nitride
membrane which is partially metalized with aluminum (typically 50 %). The vertical displacement field along the
membrane writes z(x,y), the electrostatic pressure, at a given polarisation voltage is noted pe(x,y) and the pressure
radiated in the fluid writes pr(x,y). The membrane displacement follows the Newton’s second law, which in a 
discrete form, after discretization of analytical equations writes: 
 (1)rem PPzMK   ])[][]([
2Y
[Kmm] is the stiffness matrix, corresponding to the plate reaction to flexion and taking into account the softening
term [3]. The electrostatic pressure vector Pe is obtained after linearization to the first order term of the exact
electrostatic term. The radiated pressure [Pr] is deduced from the reaction of the fluid to velocity (i.e. rigid baffle)
perturbation:
 (2)]][[][ ZKP waterr  
[Kenau} is the boundary element matrix corresponding to a fluid medium, where each Keau,ij of the 
matrix is equal to the Green function in a semi-infinite space, expressed at the position i j
elementK J
. From resolution
of the finite difference model, one can establish an equivalent electroacoustic schema (fig. 2) of one cMUT radiating
in fluid, following definitions given by Foldy [4]. ) is the transformation factor and Zme is the output mechanical
impedance of the fluid/membrane system.
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Fig.1  Schematic representation of cMUT membrane. Fig.2 Electromechanical schema of cMUT membrane.
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Another approximated lumped electro-acoustic schema can be obtained in a different way, by first computing the
mechanical impedance of the membrane from displacement solutions in air (Zm), and then the equivalent piston
radiation impedance (Zpr) of the membrane. Thus, the output mechanical impedance of the cMUT becomes the
summation of Zm and Zpr. As a first test, we computed the mean displacement velocity over the membrane for three
membrane shapes (20×20 µm2, 20×40 µm2, 20×100 µm2).
These cMUTs membrane showed respectively mechanical resonance frequencies at 17.7, 12.0 and 10.3 MHz in
air. Exact simulations produced by the finite difference model are compared with the approximated lumped circuit
where Zm and Zpr are used. For the three cases, the shift in the maximum resonance frequency is clearly observable.
The approximated lumped circuit is near from exact solution but it systematically overestimates the frequency where
maximum velocity membrane occurs. This is another effect of fluid inertia where, even if acoustic wavelength are
large compared with membrane dimensions, the equivalent mass of the fluid moved by the bended membrane is 
larger than for a piston membrane. To explain origin of maximum velocity displacement in a simple way, one can
analyse the approximated lumped circuit. Particular velocity of the membrane reaches a maximum value when
mechanical impedance Zm equals the conjugate complex value of the piston Zpr. Practically; the real part of Zm is
nearly null so that only imaginary parts of the two impedances are equal and opposite. That’s mean the resonance
frequency we observe in fluid correspond to a mass-spring resonance where the stiffness is produced by the
membrane return stresses and the mass by the fluid. The mechanical parameters of the membrane play thus an
important role in the final performances of the cMUTs. The 20×100 µm2 membrane shows other resonance peaks at
5, 7, 11 and 13 MHz. These modes are higher order mode of square shape membrane which are shifted too in a low
frequency band. The deformation shape of the two first membrane modes in fluid loading, for the three geometries is
given in Figure 4. 
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Fig.3 Mean displacement of the cMUT membrane for three
membrane shapes, computed with exact finite difference model or
Foldy schema (continuous line) and approximated lumped circuit
(dashed line).
Fig.4 Shape of the first and second mode of the three
membrane geometries.
2.2. Periodic 2D array of cMUT membranes
2.2.1. Equations
The simulation of cMUTs in a periodic 2D array can be computed with the same set of equations (1 & 2) than we 
described in the previous paragraph. To take into account periodicity, expression of the Green function must be
replaced by relations given by S. Ballandras [1] in which acoustic fields are decomposed as double Fourier series in 
the harmonic space domain. The computation of the mean displacement over the membrane thus required the same
computation time than for one membrane. Kwater matrix element values are change only. This new matrix is called
Kwater,2D. The electromechanical schema defined in figure 2 can be used to compute the response of cMUT in 2D
periodic array too. To this end the mutual pressure exerted on a membrane from its neighbors has to be taken into
account (figure 3) in the schema.
The pressure pij exerted from cell j on cell i writes: ij ij jp Z z  , where jz  is the mean particle velocity of cell 
j. Zij is called the mutual acoustic impedance while Zme is called the self radiation impedance, already computed in
the case of one membrane (equation 3). The determination of each Zij mutual impedance requires to calculate the
pressure emitted by a cell j at the position of the cell i, and then to compute the mean pressure value over the 
membrane i. This requires the same calculation for each cell inside the array up to “infinity”. Of course far from the
cell, the total mutual pressure converges toward the same value so that the summation over neighbouring cells can
be stopped. Rigorously, the shape of the particle velocities jz and iz  would be taken into account in the
calculation. To this end computation of exact pressure field pij distribution can be done using the discrete form of
equations (1 – 2), using the finite difference schema. This leads of course to very long computation time. The pij
field pressure can be obtained forwardly assuming that the cell j is a piston with constant velocity equals to vj. The
total mutual impedance i ijZ Z ¦  is obtained with the Kwater, 2D matrix. We assume that membrane vibrates like 
piston and we compute the mean pressure exerted on the membrane by the fluid. The pressure on the piston now
writes:
piston ij j pr i ij ji
j j
p Z v Z v
z
  ¦
i
Z v¦  (4)
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Where Zpr is the self radiation impedance, already discussed in §B1 and the right term correspond to the mutual
part of the radiation. Since 2D periodic boundary conditions are stated, vi = vj whatever i and j. Relations between
pressure and velocity simplifies as:
, 2 , 2piston rad D i pr i mut D ii
p Z v Z v Z   v  (5)
Where Zrad,2D is the total radiation impedance of a piston in a periodic medium (obtained with Kwater, 2D), Zpr the
radiation impedance of one piston (obtained with Kwater) and Zmut,2D the total mutual part is computed by :
, 2 , 2mut D rad D prZ Z Z
ij
 (6)
The comparison of results provided by the electromechanical schema with exact finite difference simulations is
performed on figure 6, for 20*20 µm2 membrane. Very good accordance of the lumped circuit with finite difference
results is shown. The maximum output velocity frequency is well predicted, with less than 1 % percent error. The
two curves have the same bandwidth. A reference, the response of isolated membrane is superimposed on the figure.
The damping effect of 2D membrane layout is clearly observable. To complete this analysis we computed the
bandwidth of the response for several inter-membrane distance (figure 7), for fixed periodicity. We clearly see that
when the surface ratio covered by membranes on the element increases, the bandwidth is directly impacted, while 
the sensitivity does not change.
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Fig.5  Electromechanical schema of cMUT in a 2D 
periodic array.
Fig.6  Mean particle velocity versus frequency for 20*20 µm2 computed
with the finite difference model and the electromechanical schema.
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2.2.2. Extension to 1D array element
The modeling of 1D array cMUTs is based on the electromechanical schema (figure 5) we developed in the
previous paragraph for 2D periodic structure. We have shown that the self radiation impedance of the membrane had
to be computing with the finite difference model as for paragraph B.1. On the contrary, the total mutual impedance
can be determined assuming membrane vibrates like piston. Comparing with 2D periodic structure, summation is
finished and restricted to the finite number of cell inside the array. The electrical impedance of the array element and 
mean velocity over each membrane are obtained using the procedure described in [2].
2.3. Experimental results on 1D array cMUTs
2.3.1. Setup
Results are presented for two different transducers. Those are small medical imaging array elements, with square
20x20 µm membranes arranged in five columns. The only difference between the two samples in the thickness of
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the membranes: respectively 450 and 650 nm. Hence, in term of modeling, each design has its Zme but the Zij’s are
the same.
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Fig.7  Variations of velocity spectrum with frequency for
three inter membrane pitch.
Fig.8 Electrical impedance assemblies of 20x20µm cMUT’s
2.3.2. Electrical impedance results
The measurement protocol is that described in [3], with samples immerged into an oil-filled Petri dish. For each
membrane thickness, three samples are shown and compared with the model.
2.3.3. Displacement measurements
Using the measurement protocol, described in [4], the 450 nm sample displacement was observed while excited 
with a single 5MHz sinus arch. In Fig.9, the displacement, scanned along an axis crossing the membranes, is 
displayed as in the (x, t) domain. In Fig.10, the displacement for each membrane is shown in the frequency domain
(due to symmetry, only three membranes are considered independently) and compared with the model.
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Fig.9  Scan of the displacement measured in oil along the 
width of the array, for a line placed at the centre of cMUTs.
Fig.10  Displacement at the center of the membrane (theory left /
measure right)
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3. Conclusion  
From finite difference modeling, a lumped electroacoustic schema of a single fluid loaded cMUT has been 
constructed. Then, to model array element a change of the simulation scale has been proposed. Each cMUT of the 
array becomes a spatial sampling node and its corresponding degree of freedom are mean particular velocity and 
mean acoustic power transmitted to the fluid. Comparison of theoretical results with measurements of electrical 
impedance and mechanical displacements was performed. We find a very good agreement. 
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